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About This Game

We are delighted to inform that Sky Clash: Lords of Clans 3D has been released on Steam. We've poured our hearts and souls
into the development of this game and hope look forward to getting it into the hands of as many players as possible.

You have a great chance to become the first who can play and share your thought with other players.
Please do it right now!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/630140/

Sky to Fly: Faster Than Wind is a stunningly beautiful steampunk-themed runner about saving a sky-city from cruel pirates.
Play on 20+ different levels, upgrade your ship and discover the mysteries of the malicious marauders.

This game lifts the veil on the wonderful world of Sky to Fly, where everything is out of the common run. It swings you to an
alternative reality in which people had to abandon the solid earth buried under debris, for the islands floating high above. In the
next three months we will give you an opportunity to engage in epic sky battles on a variety of airships, and in a year you may
create your own civilization and challenge other members of the world of Sky to Fly. Meanwhile, enjoy 20 different levels in
the Story mode and limitless missions from friends you are going to meet during the game, upgrade your ship and discover the

mysteries of the malicious marauders.

Features:

 3 hours in the story mode
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 20 core missions + 9 additional quests

 10 types of beautiful landscapes that will surprise even the most pampered player

 12 charismatic characters, who get you acquainted with the new virtual world

  4 types of ships to fly and upgrade

  8 crew members to hire for the unique playing experience

  9 types of enemies

  6 boosters to pick up while flying

  4 types of resources to collect
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Title: Sky To Fly: Faster Than Wind
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
AIVIK LLC
Publisher:
Absolutist Ltd.
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,German,Russian
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This is a great subway simulator, even though it is from 2009 I don't consider it old. I like this game because it focuses on
subway train simulation instead of regular train simulation, freight, steam engines etc. There arent many train simulators that
have simulation for subways. However, World of Subways vol.1 offers a simulation that is based of subway train simulation in
the USA. I recomend buying this if you are looking for subway simulation in the USA.. The golden weapons are the only clone
weapons to be designed very well. Its not a simple recolor like those awful neon weapons. The base texture was remade (as in no
sign of damage, scratches to the gun), designs were more though out and they added a new layer to make them SHINE! Their
HUD icons are even made yellow instead of the traditional red.

Id recommend buying these. There is no need to be butthurt just because "they are reskins", these are optional and profit of
these DLCs help fund KF2. The only reason to complain is if the reskin was lacking in quality, which these beauties definitely
are not lacking.. Ok, so first impressions of the game were great. Saw the trailer and loved how it looked, and when I played the
game, it did not disappoint and delivered exactly what I saw. The art is extremely visually-pleasing, and it's probably one of my
favourite aspects of this game. The story was great, not mind-blowingly awesome, but enough to keep me wanting more.
However, I think that the characters are the best part, especially the main pair as we see more of them than the others, and
seeing them develop would be something to look forward to in the future. Overall, I can say that I'll definitely be back for the
next chapter.. simple but beautiful. this is stupid wast of time dont bother donloading. AWA is really let down by its soundtrack.
It's weak, lifeless, and frequently doesn't feel appropriate for the game. As a result of this, nothing really feels good, even
though the gameplay is a pretty inoffensive shoot em up with perfectly fine controls. The sound effects aren't great either, they
don't have much impact. It looks decent and the gameplay works but AWA is a weak example of the genre and probably not
worthy of your time.
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A fun, quick 20 minute adventure in the vein of the old Sierra typing games. Well worth the asking price!. 10/10 would kill
myself again. This is a great fun little game, cheap too!

I've played it with versus few of my friends and we've had a few laughs whilst playing it.

I mean it's obviously still in early access so there's room for improvement but the updates so far made some nice tweaks and
changes.

Not bad at all for the price of a chocolate bar these days!. Big Money Deluxe
I can't quit clicking you
This is a cruel fate.. The first two chapters and half of the third are 9/10. Interesting puzzles, beautiful graphic and good music.
But the second part of the third chapter is ... I don't know how to name it - 0/10. No clues where to go and what to find. There is
one item needed to complete the game, but it's absolutely impossible to find it, if you missed it before. And the planet puzzle
isn't as good as others. It's a little incomprehensible even with the clues. I recommend this game, but make sure that you look at
every corner on every screen in the third chapter.. I just installed AO International Tennis and after i download some players
from community and after i play one match in the career it shows me loading data error. How should i fix this?

Christmas Break!:
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The year is coming to an end and since everyone will be going away to visit family & friends, we'll have a two weeks Christmas
break. Starting tomorrow, we'll be off work until 4th January 2018. We won't be radio silent though. On Twitter we'll be giving
away one Steam key for Crest each day, follow us to not miss it: @CrestGame

It's been quite an eventful year for us at Eat Create Sleep and we're thankful for everyone taking this journey with us. 2018 is
looking very good so far, with a lot of long-awaited improvements for Crest coming very early on.

Since the current work week only consists of two days for us, we decided to give you a little personal outlook of what some of
us will be doing during our Christmas break. Happy Holidays & see you next year!
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Martin. Yai Gameworks Developer Page ; Summer Sale Deals:

Yai Gameworks Steam Developer Page is now live!
You can follow the page to receive notifications when we release new games, plus is the new developer page for us on Steam so
shows a lot of what we're up to actively (which frankly, is a lot. Despite delays, things are coming along nicely).

Today also marks the beginning of the 2018 Steam Summer Sale! All of Yai Gameworks' catalog of games will be on sale. Most
notably, Red Haze will be the cheapest price it'll be for years, once the Summer Sale is up I'm updating the price from $1.99
USD to $2.99 USD for the upcoming big content patch update, if you guys don't own Red Haze but want it now will be the best
time to purchase it. Close Me, Close Me's extended New Game+ campaign & soundtrack DLC, and Close Your Eyes' Girl's
Graveyard and soundtrack DLC all will be on sale as well.

If you own Red Haze before July 8th, make sure to read and follow the instructions here to get a secret surprise in a month or
two: https://steamcommunity.com/games/428860/announcements/detail/1664523682560878190

I hope you guys are having a wonderful summer! Will be releasing a few things within the next few months I hope to surprise
you all with.. Hollow 2 Steam Page now live!:

Hollow 2 will haunt you this summer - Steam Store page is now available!
Add Hollow 2 to your Wishlist to find out what's lurking on board Shakhter-One

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1055240/Hollow_2. New build in Beta branch - stable version delayed:
Build .80 has been uploaded to the Beta branch (so you can try it out!), but the included changes/fixes also introduced some
other issues, so we don't feel it's stable enough to release yet.
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We were going to fix these problems this week, but due to illness and some technical issues we sadly don't have a stable build
ready for you today! :(

We hope to be able to sort this stuff out quickly, and have a new build ready on Monday!. Added pause function:
1

Added "pause" button in the lower right corner, mainly used to stop the cat work.

When entering the store, looking at the characters, entering the story will automatically pause, at this time can also click pause \
to proceed

Let the time pass.

2

Fixed some bugs

Prop error use, prop cannot use etc.. RoboHeist VR Major updates & 4 new Winter Holiday levels!:
New updates on RoboHeist (December 2018)!

- 4 brand new WINTER HOLIDAY SPECIAL levels! Eat all the Ginger bread cookies before the robots find and kill you!

- Lots of lighting improvements on levels! We have added more lights and adjusted brightness etc. on all the levels.

- Updates on graphics and other improvements!

- Fixed bugs on Leaderboards!
. Updated controls incoming!:
Hi everyone,

we know that the control scheme in the current demo isn't ideal. We're working on an updated control scheme to fully utilize the
combination of WASD and mouse. The update will be ready just in time for launch.. 「ＰＵＳＳ！」O S T:
Here's a single from upcoming PUSS! Soundtrack:
https://youtu.be/dpBhMMxwqVk
You can get PUSS! Soundtrack for free by visiting  PUSS! website [www.pussthegame.com].

PUSS! and PUSS! OST release on August 2
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